Historical Tower and Street Clock Repair and Restoration Experts

Tower Clock Parts List

**Seth Thomas #15 Parts**
1. Name Plate (old style-before 1901)
2. Name Plate (new style-after 1901)
3. Escape Wheel 30 tooth (1 sec. pend.)
4. Escape Wheel 20 tooth 1 1/2 sec. pend.
5. Escape Wheel Pinion
6. Complete Escape Wheel Arbor-Pinion, shaft, etc.
7. Verge Arbor
8. Complete Crutch Assy.
9. Complete Verge, Includes pallets and Top Screw
10. Verge Bushing Plate
11. Bushings - Time Side
12. Pilot Dial - Fits #15 or #16
13. Hands for Pilot Dial with Bushing on Hour Hand
14. Complete Winding Drum Time Side
15. Great Wheel for Winding Drum
16. Maintaining Power Wheel
17. Winding Drum without Great Wheel and Maintaining Power
19. Complete Winding Drum - Strike Side
21. Complete Suspension Spring Assy. - Includes Rating Nut
22. Arbor for Fan Fly
23. Fan Fly Bracket with 2 Fans
24. Fan Ratchet Assy.
25. Fan Anti Reverse Cam
26. Fan Arbor Dog - (Let Off)
27. Verge Bushing - Rear
29. Pendulum Rod Lower Nut

**Seth Thomas #16 Parts**
1. Escape Wheel 20 or 30 Tooth
2. Escape Wheel Pinion
3. Complete Crutch Assy.
5. Complete Verge, Includes Pallets & Top Screw
Seth Thomas #4 Parts
1. Pendulum Bob with Upper & Lower Bushing
2. Pendulum Rod with Aperture and Rating Nut
3. Complete Suspension Spring Includes Rating Nut
4. Escape Wheel Pinion
5. Great Wheel for Winding Drum
6. Maintaining Power Gear for Winding Drum
7. Pendulum Bridge Casting
8. Time Side Inner Casting for Escapement
9. Inner Casting for Center Cluster Gearing and Vertical Shaft
10. Escape Wheel
11. Bevel Gears for Distribution Gearing

E. Howard Street & Tower Clock Parts
1. Name Plate - E. Howard, Boston, Mass.
2. Escape Wheel - Model "0" & "00" Movement
3. Escape Wheel Pinion - Model "0" & "00" Movement
4. Pinion for 2nd Time Arbor - Model "0" & "00" Movement
5. Pinion for 3rd Time Arbor - Model "0" & "00" Movement
6. Suspension Spring - Model "0" & "00" Movement
7. Escape Wheel - 40 Tooth - Model #2

The parts you see listed here have been manufactured to duplicate the original parts with exacting attention to detail. We maintain an inventory of most of these items, and we can reproduce any tower clock part that you may need that's not on the list. Call or email us for a quote.

Chuck Roeser
tel 716-625-8578
e-mail: clockdoc6672@verizon.net